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Featuring soaring vocals by Lucy Bugiel, this is a hard dance/trance track set to achieve anthem status -

guaranteed to move any dance floor, but is also melodic enough to listen to at home. 5 MP3 Songs

ELECTRONIC: Trance, ELECTRONIC: Dance Details: OFLC Recordings A brand new label dedicated to

the finest in high-octane, euphoric, pumping, hard-edged trance. Set up by Oli Freke  Lizzie Curious, two

established artists on the trance/hard dance scene, OFLC Recordings' quality is assured. Ed Real of Riot

Recordings and TrackitDown: "The production and tracks are wicked and it's great to see exciting new

producers getting some great exposure and support." THE ARTISTS Oli Freke (olifreke) The founding

member of Contact Assist and Medikal Records, Oli Freke has been producing and engineering hard

dance and trance for the last 5 years, and has built up an impressive catalogue of tunes in this time. His

most recent release, 'Radium' on Phil Reynolds and Steve Blake's label (Impact Records), was recently

featured on Radio 1's Essential Selection and the Sundissential 3 CD. Lizzie Curious Lizzie spins

uplifting, hard-edged, trance and also dirty funky house  breaks. She has played at some of the country's

leading events including: Riot!, Frantic, Logic  Slinky and holds a residency at London's biggest trance

night, Knowwhere. Lizzie has had several releases on labels including Feersum and Transation:

'Substance Abuse' got a particularly good reception (4/5 DJ Mag) and was played by John Peel on Radio

1. Lucy Bugiel Lucy is new to the dance scene, but surely not for long. Singing the vocals on 'Look Back',

Lucy demonstrates her excellent voice and ear for melody. THE TRACKS Oli Freke  Lucy Bugiel, 'Look

Back' OFLC Recordings are proud to release 'Look Back' by Oli Freke  Lucy Bugiel. Featuring soaring

vocals by Lucy Bugiel, this is set to achieve anthem status and is guaranteed to move any dance floor.

Lucy is new to the dance scene, but surely not for long. Supporting the vocals is a phat solid trance tune

with big beats and wicked melodies, which have all been proven on the dance floor to move feet, bodies
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and minds. -- Smoother Mix This builds superbly with interlocking melody lines and, of course, Lucy's

vocals up to a powerful and seriously danceable vocal trance anthem. Not heard on the 2min sample on

the right is the gated chord progression with soaring synth lines....you'll just have to purchase it to hear it!

(If you like the first half you won't regret it!) -- Harder Mix Building from a vocal break near the beginning

to introduce the vocals and bassline, this mix has tough intelligent percussion and a searing melody line

to compliment the vocals. This one is for the top of the night. Notch it up a couple of bpm - bring it on! The

Radio and DJ Edit are identical except the DJ mixes have longer intros and outros for DJs to mix with. Oli

Freke, 'Lithium' Comes with all Oli's signature trademarks: uplifting melody, phat beats, and attention to

detail in the production. Always gets those feet moving!
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